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In order to realize the evaluation of regional comprehensive disaster reduction capacity in a complex environment, an evaluation
model of regional comprehensive disaster reduction capacity in a complex environment based on remote sensing monitoring and
data image feature analysis is proposed. According to the geographical location and scale of disaster spots and the parameter
analysis of the model of disaster-bearing bodies around the disaster spots, the remote sensing monitoring method is adopted to
extract the geographical remote sensing images of regional disaster spots in a complex environment. &e collected geographical
remote sensing images of regional disaster points under the complex environmental background are filtered and preprocessed,
and the texture parameters of the geographical remote sensing images of regional disaster points under the complex envi-
ronmental background are recognized by combining the method of image texture feature extraction. Based on the method of tone
mapping, the rapid filtering and feature analysis of the geographical remote sensing images of regional disaster points under the
complex environmental background are carried out, and the time, position, damage, and so on in the geographical remote sensing
images of regional disaster points under the complex environmental background are analyzed. By using the method of parameter
analysis and gradient operator operation, a comparison model of geographical remote sensing images of regional disaster points
under the complex environmental background is established, and the reliability evaluation of regional comprehensive disaster
reduction ability under the complex environmental background is realized according to the method of contrast and detail
significance enhancement. &e test shows that this method has high accuracy in evaluating regional comprehensive disaster
reduction capability under a complex environment, high accuracy in marking the geographical location of regional disaster points
under a complex environment, and good fusion performance and reliability of regional comprehensive disaster reduction
capability evaluation parameters.

1. Introduction

At present, most of the researches on geological disasters
focus on hazard zoning and risk analysis, and most of them
are static analysis, while the comprehensive loss risk analysis
and dynamic assessment of geological disasters are few.
However, in practice, geological disasters are uncertain and
random, so it is necessary to evaluate the losses caused by
geological disasters by dynamic simulation. In this study,
through multisource data fusion and key mechanism re-
search, the technical system of risk dynamic assessment of
debris flow geological hazards was established, and the risk
dynamic assessment of debris flow geological hazards was

carried out, which deepened the research on the formation
mechanism of debris flow hazards, broadened the applica-
tion fields and methods of risk assessment of geological
hazards, and supplemented the shortcomings and defects of
the existing assessment contents [1]. It provides a new idea
and method for the study of geological disaster risk in China
and has certain theoretical significance. China is one of the
countries with the most serious geological disasters in the
world. &e geological environment in the mountainous area
of southeast Jilin Province is complicated, and geological
disasters such as collapse, landslide, and debris flow occur
frequently every year during flood season. &e theoretical
research on the dynamic risk assessment of debris flow
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geological disasters in southeast mountainous areas of Jilin
Province can be directly applied to the investigation and
evaluation of geological disasters, which can provide theo-
retical guidance and a scientific basis for the defense work in
southeast mountainous areas of Jilin Province, promote the
research of theoretical basis and technology of geological
disaster risk analysis in Jilin Province, and improve the level
of geological disaster prevention and control [2]. &e ap-
plication research of dynamic risk assessment of debris flow
geological disasters provides a better guarantee for the
monitoring and early warning system. It can provide a basis
for the organization’s transfer decision in advance when
geological disasters occur, and it is of great significance for
ensuring the safety of people’s lives and property [3].

With the development of hyperspectral remote sensing
monitoring image processing technology, people pay at-
tention to the application of hyperspectral imaging tech-
nology in food comprehensive disaster reduction capability
evaluation and tracking identification. In the detection of
regional disaster points under a complex environment, the
programmodel of regional disaster point geographic remote
sensing image under the complex environmental back-
ground is established by combining hyperspectral tech-
nology, and the spatiotemporal distribution characteristics
of disaster-causing factors in regional disaster point geo-
graphic remote sensing image under the complex envi-
ronmental background are analyzed by texture distribution
domain characteristics [4–6]. Using the automatic image
segmentation technology, combined with the fusion of
spatiotemporal distribution characteristics and texture dis-
tribution parameters of disaster-causing factors in geo-
graphical remote sensing images of regional disaster spots
under the complex environmental background, the retro-
spective identification of comprehensive disaster reduction
capability evaluation of regional disaster spots under the
complex environmental background is carried out, and the
accuracy and reliability of comprehensive disaster reduc-
tiaon capability evaluation of regional disaster spots under
the complex environmental background are improved [7].
&is paper studies the evaluation method of comprehensive
disaster reduction capability of regional disaster points in a
complex environment, filters the collected geographical
remote sensing images of regional disaster points in a
complex environment, and realizes the texture parameter
identification of geographical remote sensing images of
regional disaster points in a complex environment with the
method of image texture feature extraction. &e research on
the evaluation method of comprehensive disaster reduction
capability of regional disaster points in a complex envi-
ronment has attracted great attention.

&is paper studies the image information processing
technology with the regional disaster point geographic re-
mote sensing image processing as the core technology under
the complex environmental background, combined with the
image texture feature extraction and parameter analysis, to
achieve the regional disaster point geographic remote
sensing image parameter recognition under the complex
environmental background, and finally carries out simula-
tion test. It shows the superior performance of the proposed

method in improving the ability of regional disaster spot
geographic remote sensing image detection under the
complex environmental background.

2. Evaluation Method Based on Hyperspectral
Remote Sensing Monitoring
Image Technology

2.1. Research Content

(1) Based on field survey and investigation and inter-
pretation and analysis of satellite remote sensing
data, the pregnant environment, disaster-bearing
body, and disaster-causing factors of debris flow
disaster in the study area are determined, and the
temporal and spatial distribution characteristics of
rainfall of disaster-causing factors of debris flow
disaster and its correlation with debris flow disaster
are analyzed.

(2) According to the results of the debris flow disaster
system analysis and natural disaster risk index
method, select the representative indicators of debris
flow disaster risk assessment, calculate the weight of
indicators based on the PSO-AH method, construct
the debris flow disaster risk assessment index system
in the study area, and make a dynamic assessment of
debris flow disaster risk in the study area from 1956
to 2021.

(3) According to the theory of risk management,
combined with the dynamic changes of risk influ-
encing factors of debris flow disaster and the results
of risk dynamic evaluation, put forward reasonable
risk prevention countermeasures and implementa-
tion ways.

2.2. Hyperspectral Remote Sensing Monitoring Image
Acquisition. In order to realize the comprehensive disaster
reduction capability evaluation of regional disaster points in
a complex environment based on hyperspectral remote
sensing monitoring image technology, the method of
adaptive global tone mapping was used to collect regional
disaster points’ geographic remote sensing images in a
complex environment, and combined with the edge de-
tection method [8, 9], an automatic segmentation model of
spatiotemporal distribution characteristics and texture dis-
tribution domain of regional disaster points’ geographic
remote sensing images in a complex environment was
established. &e filtering detection and analysis model of
spatiotemporal distribution characteristics texture distri-
bution domain of regional disaster point remote sensing
images under the complex environmental background is
constructed, and the pixels per inch sampling structure of
spatiotemporal distribution characteristics texture distri-
bution domain of regional disaster point remote sensing
images under the complex environmental background is
obtained [10]. &e texture distribution characteristic
quantity of spatiotemporal distribution characteristics tex-
ture distribution domain of regional disaster point remote
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sensing images under the complex environmental background
is represented, and the image is collected by using a Gaussian
window with a window of 5× 5, and the expression of spa-
tiotemporal distribution characteristics texture characteristics
of regional disaster point remote sensing images under the
complex environmental background is as follows:

I(x) � Aρx +
1 − ρ2c2/ρ1c1
1 + ρ2c2/ρ1c1

, (1)

where A is the bottom feature, ρ is the color contrast dif-
ference of other pixels, x is the feature atlas, ρ1 is the feature
fusion coefficient, c1 is the feature parameter of adjacent
layers, and ρ2 is the convolution operation parameter of
3× 3. In the local area of N × N, the spatiotemporal dis-
tribution feature texture distribution domain of regional
disaster point geographic remote sensing image disaster
factors under the complex environmental background is
segmented, and the disaster factor of regional disaster point
geographic remote sensing image under the complex en-
vironmental background is obtained.

J(x) �
2π2f2

c
3ρ

4
3
η +

r − 1
cp

k  + A, (2)

where f is the frequency of the feature map in three di-
mensions: width and depth, c is the high-spectral intensity of
regional disaster point quality under the complex envi-
ronmental background, η is the regression parameter of
regional disaster point geographic remote sensing image
under the complex environmental background, k is the joint
parameter, and r is the statistical characteristic quantity. By
using the method of prediction probability density analysis
of the model, the difference of degree of spatiotemporal
distribution characteristic texture distribution domain of
disaster factors in regional disaster point geographic remote
sensing image under the complex environmental back-
ground is obtained. Using the Gaussian filtering method, the
weighted analysis of the feature distribution domain is
carried out, and the image acquisition model is established.
&e geographic remote sensing image acquisition output of
regional disaster points under the complex environmental
background is as follows:

ak �  k + εU 
−1

MΔsu
(n)

(x, y) + NΔt, (3)

where  k is a single image enhancement coefficient, N is a
tone mapping parameter, ε is a high-spectral detail ad-
justment parameter of regional disaster point quality under the
complex environmental background, U is a multiple of detail
enhancement, and Δt is a smooth function. According to the
edge detection result of the spatiotemporal distribution char-
acteristic texture distribution domain of disaster factors in
geographical remote sensing images of regional disaster points
under the complex environmental background, combined with
the template matching method, fuzzy feature detection of
geographical remote sensing images of regional disaster points
in the complex environmental background is carried out, and
the texture detection model of spatiotemporal distribution
characteristics of disaster factors in geographical remote

sensing images of regional disaster points in the complex
environmental background is established by Re algorithm.

2.3. Hyperspectral Preprocessing and Image Feature
Extraction. &ecollected geographic remote sensing images of
regional disaster points in the complex environmental back-
ground are filtered and preprocessed, and the texture pa-
rameters of the geographic remote sensing images of regional
disaster points in the complex environmental background are
recognized by combining the method of image texture feature
extraction [11, 12]. &e texture distribution domain matching
model of the spatiotemporal distribution characteristics of
disaster-causing factors in geographic remote sensing images of
regional disaster points in the complex environmental back-
ground is established by statistical feature analysis and simi-
larity detection [13], and the hyperspectral preprocessing is
carried out by combining the matching filter detection. Using
the nonlinear filter, the nonlinear filter function of texture
distribution detection of the spatiotemporal distribution
characteristics of disaster factors in geographical remote
sensing images of regional disaster points under the complex
environmental background is obtained as follows:

Sm �
F

G
m, F

P
m 

F
G
m

����
���� · F

P
m

����
����
, (4)

where FG
m is the filtered image and FP

m is the bilateral filtering
function. According to the analysis of the relevant smooth
function, the texture distribution domain of the spatio-
temporal distribution characteristics of disaster-causing
factors in the geographical remote sensing image of regional
disaster points under the complex environmental back-
ground is divided into blocks, which are expressed as
follows:

Rw �
r2 − r1

r2 + r1





2

, (5)

yT � W
T
i MT, (6)

where r1 is the similarity between pixels, r2 is the correlation
coefficient of brightness term,MT is the halo that the image will
produce, and Wi is the hyperspectral texture component of
regional disaster point quality under the complex environ-
mental background. After MT projection, the spatiotemporal
distribution characteristics and texture distribution domain of
disaster causing factors are obtained. By using subspace
mapping, a fusion model of spatiotemporal distribution char-
acteristics of disaster causing factors in hyperspectral remote
sensing monitoring images is constructed, and the texture
distribution set is obtained as follows:

C �
ρυcd

μ

�
υcd

]
,

(7)

where υc is the pixel set after the global mapping of the input
image, d is the distribution distance of pixel feature points, ]
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is the lost detail information, and μ is the detail compen-
sation output. By adopting the regional template matching
method, the difference of degree of the internal information
of the regional disaster point geographic remote sensing
image under the complex environmental background is
obtained [14], and the spatiotemporal distribution charac-
teristics of disaster-causing factors and the texture detection
output of the regional disaster point geographic remote
sensing image under the complex environmental back-
ground are as follows:

tIi �
2

4 cos2 kDi + S21 + S12( sin2 kDi 
1/2, (8)

where Di is the brightness component, S12 is the brightness
order error, S21 is the hyperspectral information entropy of
regional disaster point quality under the complex envi-
ronmental background, and k is the information richness.
Based on Radon scale transformation, the texture feature
extraction results of spatiotemporal distribution character-
istics of disaster-causing factors in geographical remote
sensing images of regional disaster points under the complex
environmental background are as follows:

tI � 
n

i�1
tIi

� 
n

i�1

2

4 cos2 kDi + S21 + S12( sin2 kDi 
1/2,

(9)

where 
n
i�1 tIi means cascade summation of similarities.

Based on the subjective quality evaluation method, the
feature quantity of edge contour of geographical remote
sensing image of regional disaster point under the complex
environmental background is

K �
I

c
(y)

A
c

�
2

4 cos2 kDi + S21 + S12( sin2 kDi 
1/2,

(10)

where Di is the natural image statistical model parameter
and S12 and S21, respectively, represent the joint feature
quantity. &erefore, the fusion model of regional disaster
point geographic remote sensing images under the complex
environmental background is constructed, and the fusion
output of spatial and temporal distribution characteristics of
disaster factors in hyperspectral remote sensing monitoring
images is as follows:

I(x) � J(x)t(x) + A(1 − t(x)), (11)

where J(x) is the order difference of the original image, t(x)

is the gradient coefficient, A is the gain, and I(x) is the pixel
set. According to the above feature extraction algorithm,
according to the fusion results of regional disaster point
remote sensing images in the complex environmental
background, combined with the spatiotemporal distribution
feature texture distribution domain of disaster-causing
factors in regional disaster point remote sensing images in
the complex environmental background, information is
segmented, and hyperspectral preprocessing and image
texture extraction are carried out [15].

3. Analysis of Regional Disaster Point
Structure under Complex
Environmental Background

3.1. Analysis of Spatial and Temporal Distribution Charac-
teristics of Disaster-Causing Factors. &e spatial and tem-
poral distribution characteristics of disaster factors, dynamic
distribution characteristics of disasters, and geographical
characteristics of disaster points in geographical remote
sensing images of regional disaster points under the complex
environmental background are analyzed. Firstly, the spatial
and temporal distribution characteristics of disaster factors
in geographical remote sensing images of regional disaster
points under the complex environmental background are
analyzed. Combined with geographical remote sensing
quality hyperspectral remote sensing monitoring images of
disaster spots in frozen regions, the spatiotemporal distri-
bution characteristics of disaster factors, and texture dis-
tribution domain, the edge fuzzy set of the spatiotemporal
distribution characteristics of disaster factors is obtained as
follows:

p(x, t) �
2π2f2η

c
3ρ

4
3

+
r − 1

k
k′ , (12)

where f is the sampling spectrum, k is the dynamic dis-
tribution coefficient of the spatiotemporal distribution
characteristics of disaster-causing factors, η is the hyper-
spectral spectrum separation coefficient, and k′ is the dif-
ferential component of the dynamic distribution coefficient
of the spatiotemporal distribution characteristics of disaster-
causing factors.&e low illumination image is enhanced, and
the regional feature block detection method is adopted to
construct the texture and configuration parameters of the
spatiotemporal distribution characteristics of disaster-
causing factors in the geographical remote sensing image of
regional disaster points under the complex environmental
background [16–18]. &e output is as follows:

xi(t) � I xi, yi(  + Ix xi, yi(  Iy xi, yi(  , (13)
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where I(xi, yi) is the objective measurement enhanced
image, Ix(xi, yi) is the X-axis sample component of the
image, and Iy(xi, yi) is the Y-axis sample component of the
image. By using the methods of parameter analysis and
gradient operator operation, a color fusion model is
established, and a fine semantic segmentation method is
adopted to detect the fuzzy edge and block the geographical
remote sensing image of regional disaster points under the
complex environmental background, which is expressed as
follows:

G
max
j �� −σ

zu(x, t)

zx
, j ∈ 1, . . . , p ,

G
max
j � max

i�1,...,N
Gj x

→
i(  ,

k′ �
k

ηcp

, j ∈ 1, . . . , p ,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(14)

where σ is the image color difference contrast, Gj( x
→

i) is the
saturation error, cp is the color difference, and η is the
detection efficiency. According to the above analysis,
combined with the texture distribution of the spatiotem-
poral distribution characteristics of the disaster-causing
factors in the geograaphical remote sensing images of re-
gional disaster points under the complex environmentl
background, spectral analysis is adopted to detect and an-
alyze the spatiotemporal distribution characteristics of the
disaster-causing factors [19], and the spatiotemporal dis-
tribution characteristic components of the disaster-causing
factors in the geographical remote sensing images of regional
disaster points under the complex environmental back-
ground are extracted. Fuzzy degree detection, combined
with the distribution of dynamic feature points of geo-
graphical remote sensing images of regional disaster points,
and hyperspectral remote sensing monitoring images are
used to match the spatial and temporal distribution char-
acteristics of disaster-causing factors. &e output is

x

y

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ �
Cβ

Sinβ

�
Cc

Sinc
,

(15)

where

Cc � U +
sin c2

cc2

+
sin β2
β2

, (16)

where Cβ is color contrast difference pair, Cc is color
contrast significance, β is Gaussian blur coefficient, and c is
joint spectrum. In order to detect the texture distribution of
the spatiotemporal distribution characteristics of disaster-
causing factors in geographical remote sensing images of
regional disaster points under the complex environmental
background, the feature analysis and detection of geo-
graphical remote sensing images of regional disaster points

under the complex environmental background are realized
by fusing brightness and contrast [20].

3.2. Analysis of Dynamic Distribution Characteristics of
Disasters. According to the texture analysis results of the
spatiotemporal distribution characteristics of disaster-
causing factors in the geographical remote sensing images of
regional disaster points in the complex environmental
background [21, 22], the disaster dynamic distribution
characteristics of the geographical remote sensing images of
regional disaster points in the complex environmental
background are analyzed, and the subpixel parallax of the
geographical remote sensing images of regional disaster
points in the complex environmental background is ob-
tained as follows:

g(x, y) �
m cos θi −

����������

n
2

− sin2θi



m cos θi +

����������

n
2

− sin2θi

 , (17)

where θi is the gray value of water parallax of geographical
remote sensing images of regional disaster points in the
complex environmental background, n is the significance
value determined by color contrast difference, and m is the
dynamic distribution characteristics of disasters. In the
process of multistage downsampling, the detectionmatching
values of the dynamic distribution characteristics of regional
disaster points in the complex environmental background
are as follows:

L � βF(x, y) + Zs1

�
ρ1c1
cos θi

,
(18)

where β is a multifeature fusion point, F(x, y) is a significant
map detail of disaster dynamic distribution characteristics of
geographical remote sensing images of regional disaster
points under the complex environmental background, Zs1 is
a threshold value of distribution of geographical remote
sensing images of regional disaster points under the complex
environmental background, ρ1 is a European cluster of
distribution of water-bearing characteristic points of geo-
graphical remote sensing images of regional disaster points
under the complex environmental background, c1 is a joint
evaluation coefficient, θi is a horizontal offset, ml is the weak
texture set of the spatial and temporal distribution char-
acteristics of disaster-causing factors in the geographical
remote sensing images of regional disaster points under the
complex environmental background [23, 24], and δ2l is the
interval of water-bearing points distribution in the geo-
graphical remote sensing images of regional disaster points
under the complex environmental background.

3.3.Analysis ofGeographicalCharacteristics ofDisasterPoints.
&e geographical characteristics of disaster points mainly
investigate and verify the geographical location and scale of
disaster points, investigate the disaster-bearing body around
the disaster points and the relevant socio-economic data of
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the region, and verify whether the land use type interpreted
by remote sensing is accurate, so as to provide a reference for
the selection of key indicators for the dynamic assessment of
geological disaster risk induced by extreme precipitation in
mountain areas and provide the basis for the verification of
the results of the dynamic assessment of geological disaster
risk induced by extreme precipitation in mountain areas
[25]. &e characteristics of geographical remote sensing
images of regional disaster points under the complex en-
vironmental background are analyzed, and the rainfall
characteristics of inducing factors are detected. &e spectral
wavelength coefficient is as follows:

L � J(w, e) − 
N

i�1
a 4 cos2 kDi + S21 + S12( sin2 kDi , (19)

where J(w, e) is the initial wavelength, a is the geographical
remote sensing spatial characteristic quantity of regional
disaster points under the complex environmental back-
ground, and Di is the remote sensing spectral reflection
coefficient. &e reflection coefficient of regional disaster
point quality hyperspectral disaster regionality under the
complex environmental background is defined, and the
grayscale increase part is obtained as follows:

Dark(x) � pae
j(wt− k·r)

+ min
c∈ r,g,b{ }

R, (20)

where pa is the Lab spatial feature after Gaussian smoothing,
ej(wt− k·r) is the gray rate of regional disaster points under the
complex environmental background, and R is the scale.
Combined with convolution scale analysis, the rainfall
characteristics of regional disaster point remote sensing
images in a complex environment are detected [26].
Combined with the spatial and temporal distribution
characteristics of disaster-causing factors and texture anal-
ysis results, a comparison model of regional disaster point
remote sensing images in a complex environment is
established. According to the method of contrast and detail
significance enhancement, the reliability detection of re-
gional disaster point quality in a complex environment is
realized.

4. Experimental Analysis

4.1. Experimental Preparation. &e simulation experiment
of comprehensive disaster reduction capability evaluation of
regional disaster sites in a complex environment is based on
MATLAB simulation software and SPECIM Spectral
Camera hyperspectral analysis, and the remote sensing
image data includes “Gaofen-1” satellite image data. It in-
cludes four types of data, including 2-meter panchromatic,
8-meter multispectral, fusion of both, and 16-meter mul-
tispectral, which are all from the geographic and national
monitoring cloud platform.&eDEM data used in this study
comes fromDLR-DEMdata, one of the SRTM data provided
by Deutsche Zentrum Firluft-und Raum Fahrt, with an
elevation accuracy of 6–16m.

&e meteorological data comes from China Meteoro-
logical Science Data Network (https:/lcdc.nmic.cn/).
According to the continuity and the longest period standard
of meteorological data of each station, the daily meteoro-
logical data of all meteorological stations around the study
area from 1956 to 2021 are selected. MSRA10K data set and
THUR15K data set are used as test sets, and 200 figures were
selected from the two datasets as training parameters. &e
detected regional disaster point samples under the complex
environmental background were divided into 15 groups.&e
basic geographic data and ecological environment data such
as the detailed administrative boundary and topographic
contour of a county are from the geological environment
department of the Department of land and resources of a
province; the geological and geomorphological data are from
the data provided by the geological environment department
of the Department of land and resources of a province; the
land use data comes from the data provided by the geo-
graphic situation monitoring cloud platform; the soil type
data is from the national soil type digital map provided by
the geographic situation monitoring cloud platform; the
hydrogeological data comes from the geological science data
sharing network of the Chinese Academy of Geological
Sciences. &e field investigation scene of the staff is shown in
Figure 1.

In the part of data processing, in the process of digitizing
geological maps, identifying and extracting disaster points,
and identifying risk factors of geological disasters, some
indicators need to be obtained by remote sensing inter-
pretation technology. In order to meet the requirements of
the project, the project team adopted aerial images (scale 1:
10,000, resolution 0.5m, Tonghua County) and DLR-DEM
digital elevation data as the basic maps for digitizing geo-
logical disasters. &e related data processing mainly includes
digitization of geological topographic maps, extraction of
geological factors, and remote sensing interpretation of land
use types. Geological factors are mainly extracted and an-
alyzed by Spatial AnalysisTools in ArcToolBox Toolbox in
ArcGIS10.2, including related factors such as slope and
aspect. &e extraction methods are as follows.

Slope indicates the degree of inclination of a point on the
ground surface relative to the horizontal plane, and aspect is
a quantifier to describe the inclination of that point. &e
value of the slope of a point on the surface is the angle
between the tangent plane of the surface and the horizontal
plane, and the slope direction of the point is the azimuth
angle projected on the horizontal plane by the tangent plane
along the maximum inclination direction vector. In this
research, ArcGIS10.2 software is used to generate data on
slope and aspect.

&e experimental images and data are from Microsoft
Azure Data Markets Free Datasets, which provide free data
sets covering everything from agriculture to weather, and the
collected geographical remote sensing images of regional
disaster points under the complex environmental back-
ground are filtered and preprocessed, and the collected
original hyperspectral remote sensing monitoring images
are obtained as shown in Figure 2.
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4.2. Experimental Results and Analysis. According to the
sampling results of the above-mentioned experimental
samples, the comprehensive disaster reduction capability of
regional disaster spots under the complex environmental
background is evaluated. &e spatial and temporal distri-
bution characteristics of disaster-causing factors, the dy-
namic distribution characteristics of disasters, and the
rainfall characteristics of inducing factors in the geo-
graphical remote sensing images of regional disaster spots
under the complex environmental background are analyzed
by using the hyperspectral remote sensing monitoring image
analysis method, and the results of disaster risk evaluation
and comprehensive disaster reduction feature extraction are
shown in Figure 3.

According to the analysis of Figure 3, this method can
effectively extract the quality correlation characteristics of
regional disaster points under the complex environmental
background, and the performance curve of comprehensive
disaster reduction capability evaluation is shown in Figure 4.

According to the analysis of Figure 4, the accuracy of the
regional comprehensive disaster reduction ability evaluation
by using this method in the complex environmental back-
ground is high; the geographical location of regional disaster
points in the complex environmental background is accu-
rate; and the parameter fusion performance of regional
comprehensive disaster reduction ability evaluation is good,
and the reliability is high. Combined with the evaluation
results of disaster risk reduction ability in this study, the
different villages and towns in the study area show obvious

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Field investigation scene of staff: (a) scenario 1 and (b) scenario 2.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Original hyperspectral remote sensing monitoring image: (a) binary diagram and (b) hyperspectral map.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Extraction results of spatial map distribution of disaster risk assessment and comprehensive disaster reduction: (a) risk assessment
of debris flow disaster induced by extreme rainfall in mountainous areas and (b) spatial map distribution of comprehensive disaster
reduction.
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differences in disaster risk reduction ability, which is de-
termined by the social and economic conditions of each
region. In the towns around an urban area, the ability of
disaster prevention and mitigation against debris flow di-
sasters has been significantly strengthened with the devel-
opment of time, which is mainly reflected in the increasingly
perfect establishment of disaster emergency agencies and the
establishment of disaster monitoring sites from scratch. In
the early stage, due to the lack of disaster-related emergency
facilities, there was no effective emergency plan when di-
sasters came, which caused a lot of losses. Because of this,
these areas also continuously strengthened the publicity and
construction at the level of residents’ disaster cognition, but
there were also shortcomings.&rough the investigation, it is
found that the disaster emergency plan is still not perfect, the
real-time monitoring technology before the disaster, and the
social and economic repair measures after the disaster are
still relatively lacking, which causes the lag in disaster
prevention and control and the failure to respond in time
and deal with the damage caused by the disaster reasonably.
For the remote towns in the study area, there are no perfect
emergency plans and institutions, and local residents still
have little understanding of mudslide disasters, which is not
conducive to rescue work when disasters come, resulting in a
significant increase in disaster losses. &erefore, it is sug-
gested that towns with relatively perfect social economies
should establish a perfect preplan from predisaster predic-
tion to postdisaster loss reconstruction and risk sharing as
soon as possible. In remote areas, it is urgent to establish
disaster monitoring sites and emergency response agencies
in high-risk areas, so as to make timely responses when
disasters occur. At the same time, the education and pub-
licity about debris flow and geological disasters should be
strengthened to improve residents’ cognitive level, improve
their ability to resist disasters, and reduce casualties and
property losses.

5. Conclusions

Debris flow is sudden and destructive. If there are adequate
emergency plans, disaster prevention measures, and early
warning and evaluation systems, the postdisaster emergency
rescue capability of disaster-bearing areas will be greatly
improved so that the safety of the population and economy
can be protected in time, and the disaster emergency system
can be quickly responded to. &e postdisaster reconstruc-
tion, economic recovery, disease prevention, and disaster
prevention work also need effective records. &e faster the
recovery from the postdisaster, the more losses and negative
impacts caused by the disaster will be reduced.

In this paper, the automatic image segmentation tech-
nology is adopted, and the texture distribution parameters of
disaster-causing factors in geographical remote sensing
images of regional disaster points under a complex envi-
ronment are fused, so as to carry out retrospective identi-
fication of comprehensive disaster reduction capability
evaluation of regional disaster points under a complex
environment and improve the accuracy and reliability of
comprehensive disaster reduction capability evaluation of
regional disaster points under a complex environment. In
this paper, the quality reliability detection is realized by
hyperspectral detection of quality-related parameters of
regional disaster points under a complex environment, such
as gloss, disaster dynamic distribution characteristics,
rainfall characteristics of inducing factors, and so on. &e
test shows that this method is more accurate and reliable in
evaluating the comprehensive disaster reduction ability of
regional disaster points under the complex environmental
background. According to the research, the main conclu-
sions are as follows:

(1) According to remote sensing identification and
statistical analysis of historical disaster data, the main
geological disaster in the study area is debris flow. Its
disaster points are distributed in a large number and
range, and the scale of disasters is mainly small. &e
main hazards are farmland, roads, and houses,
sometimes causing casualties.

(2) In the systematic analysis of debris flow disasters in
the study area, the main factors affecting debris flow
disasters in the pregnant environment are stratum
lithology, geological structure, topography, meteo-
rology and hydrology, vegetation conditions, and so
on. &e main disaster-bearing bodies in the area are
population and economic property, and the disaster-
inducing factor is the flood formed by rainfall en-
tering the surface valleys, so there is a significant
positive correlation between debris flow disaster and
rainfall.

(3) Fully consider various factors that may affect the
formation of debris flow disasters, comprehensively
analyze and study the formation mechanism of re-
gional debris flow geological disasters, and perti-
nently construct a comprehensive evaluation index
system framework of debris flow disaster risk in
localized research areas.
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Figure 4: Performance curve of comprehensive disaster reduction
capability evaluation.
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(4) Based on the formation mechanism of natural di-
sasters, combined with disaster-causing factors, the
coupling of disaster-bearing body and disaster-
bearing environment comprehensively evaluate the
risk of geological disasters and the possible losses.

&e next step of research can consider the following: if
the rescue channel is cut off in the event of a heavy rain
disaster, the loss will increase exponentially. &erefore, the
local government needs to prepare emergency materials in
advance, and also strengthen the protection of road traffic,
respond in time, and to increase the ability to carry out
rescue work; in this process, the main focus is to improve
emergency facilities and ensure the transportation network,
which can be studied in depth in the future.
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